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ABSTRACT: An excessive westward extension of the simulated ENSO-related sea surface temperature (ENSO SST) vari-

ability in the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models is the most apparent ENSO SST pattern bias and dominates the intermodel spread in

ENSOSST variability among themodels. TheENSOSSTbias lowers themodels’ skill in ENSO-related simulations and induces

large intermodel uncertainty in ENSO-related projections. The present study investigates the origins of the excessive westward

extension ofENSOSST in 25CMIP5 and 25CMIP6models. Based on the intermodel spread ofENSOSST variability simulated

in the 50models, we reveal that this ENSO SST bias among themodels largely depends on the simulated cold tongue strength in

the equatorial western Pacific (EWP). Models simulating a stronger cold tongue tend to simulate a larger mean zonal SST

gradient in the EWP and then a larger zonal advection feedback in the EWP, favoring a more westward extension of the ENSO

SST pattern. In addition, with the overall improvement in the EWP cold tongue fromCMIP5 to CMIP6, the excessive westward

extension bias ofENSOSST inCMIP6models is also reduced relative to those inCMIP5models. The results suggest that the bias

and intermodel disagreement in the mean-state SST have been improved, which improves ENSO simulation.
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1. Introduction

El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO), which originates from

ocean–atmosphere interaction in the tropical Pacific (Rasmusson

and Carpenter 1982), is the largest climate signal on interannual

time scales. The ENSO-related sea surface temperature (SST)

variability (hereafter referred to simply as ‘‘ENSO SST variabil-

ity’’; Power et al. 2013; Huang and Xie 2015; Cai et al. 2018) not

only affects the tropical climate but also exerts profound impacts

on extratropical weather and climate through atmospheric tele-

connections (Horel and Wallace 1982; Ropelewski and Halpert

1987; Lau and Nath 1996).

Coupled general circulation models (CGCMs) are effective

tools for understanding and projecting ENSO and its global

teleconnections. The performance of CGCMs in reproducing

ENSO’s observed behaviors is crucial for determining the re-

liability of the models’ projections of future climate change.

However, there are still some common biases in simulating

ENSO SST variability, despite the fact that models that

participated in phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP5) performed better than the previous iteration

(Guilyardi et al. 2012; Kim and Yu 2012; Kug et al. 2012;

Bellenger et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2014; Yeh et al. 2014). The

well-known bias of the simulated ENSO SST variability is the

excessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability into

the western Pacific compared to observation (Fig. 1) (Collins

et al. 2010; Kim and Yu 2012; Kug et al. 2012; Chowdary et al.

2014). Moreover, this excessive westward extension of ENSO

SST variability still exists in most of the CGCMs participating

in the latest phase of CMIP (i.e., CMIP6) (Fig. 1d).

The excessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability

can influence the simulation performance and forecasting skill

of coupled models in many aspects (Gong et al. 2015; Jiang

et al. 2017; Tao et al. 2018; Li et al. 2019). For instance, cor-

responding to the westward extension of the ENSO SST vari-

ability, the positive precipitation anomalies and atmospheric

circulation anomalies also shift too far west (Misra et al. 2007;

Ham and Kug 2015), increasing local convective activity in the

tropical western Pacific. Meanwhile, the subtle SST variations

in the tropical western Pacific warm pool have large impacts on

the location and intensity of atmospheric response as well as

ENSO’s teleconnections (Spencer and Slingo 2003; Gong et al.

2015). In addition, coupled models with a relatively larger

excessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability have a

lower seasonal forecasting skill on the SST anomaly in the

western Pacific (Ham et al. 2014).
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The simulation of ENSO’s behaviors largely depends on the

simulation of the mean state (Kug et al. 2012; Ham and Kug

2014, 2015; Jiang et al. 2017; Li et al. 2019). Many state-of-the-

art climate models suffer from an overly strong and westward

extended cold tongue (CT) in the equatorial Pacific (Li andXie

2012; Zheng et al. 2012; Li andXie 2014). Previous studies have

suggested that the excessive equatorial Pacific CT bias could

limit the skill of models in simulating ENSO characteristics

(Guilyardi et al. 2009; Graham et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2017;

Ferrett et al. 2018; Bayr et al. 2019a). Specifically, the CT bias

could lead to a westward shift of the rising branch of theWalker

circulation, which in turn leads to a too westward convection re-

sponse during ENSO events (Latif and Keenlyside 2009; Bayr

et al. 2018, 2019b). Moreover, most CGCMs with a large CT bias

tend to underestimate the positive wind–SST feedback and the

negative shortwave feedback. The error compensation between

the two feedbacks hampers the simulation of ENSO asymmetry

and ENSO phase locking (Guilyardi et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2014;

Bayr et al. 2018, 2019b). In addition, the CT bias also disturbs

ENSO projections under global warming (Collins et al. 2010; Cai

et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2020). Recently, Jiang et al. (2020) sug-

gested thatmodels with a stronger cold tongue bias tend to project

more frequent central Pacific El Niño. However, the connection

between the excessive CT bias and the excessive westward ex-

tension of ENSO SST has not been clearly identified, and the

underlying mechanism yet to be elucidated.

The present study determines that the excessive westward

extension of ENSO SST variability is the most apparent bias of

ENSO SST by utilizing an intermodel empirical orthogonal

function (EOF) analysis, and reveals its solid linkage with the

overly strong CT based on their intermodel spread in the

CMIP5 and CMIP6 models. We identify the zonal advection

feedback as a key process connecting the CT strength and

ENSO SST intensity in the EWP in CMIP5 and CMIP6

models. Moreover, the excessive westward extension of ENSO

SST is reduced in CMIP6 compared to that in CMIP5 due to

the improved simulation of the EWP CT simulation in CMIP6

models. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2

is a brief description of themodel datasets andmethods used in

this study. Section 3 investigates the leading intermodel spread

pattern of ENSOSST bias and its origins in CMIP5 and CMIP6

models in terms of intermodel diversity. Section 4 compares

the multimodel ensemble (MME) biases in the CMIP5 and

CMIP6 models. Section 5 provides a summary.

2. Data and methods

a. Models and observations

The monthly mean outputs of the historical run from 25

CMIP5 models (Taylor et al. 2012) and 25 CMIP6 models

(Eyring et al. 2016) are used in this study. Table 1 lists the

model names.We only analyzed the first realization (r1i1p1 for

CMIP5 and r1i1p1f1 for CMIP6) of each model. The monthly

mean SST, ocean potential temperature, and ocean zonal

current from 1961 to 2000 are used. For comparing with ob-

servations, we also use the observational monthly mean SST

data from the Extended Reconstructed SST, version 3

(ERSST.v3). All the model outputs and observational datasets

are interpolated onto the same 2.58 3 2.58 grid before analysis.

b. ENSO SST

To extract the ENSO SST variability, the linear trend and

the annual cycle are first removed from the historical runs, and

then the unstandardized Niño-3.4 index [defined as the

December–February (DJF) SST anomalies averaged over the

region 58S–58N, 1208–1708W] is regressed onto the interannual

anomalies of SST to display the ENSO SST variability. The

regression on the unstandardized Niño-3.4 index excludes the

effect of ENSO amplitude, with only the structural changes in

the ENSO-related variability retained. Our focus is on boreal

winter (DJF), which is the typical peak season for ENSO.

FIG. 1. (top) ENSO-related SST anomalies (shaded) and their biases (contours; the black lines denote10.2 and

10.4 K) in (a) CMIP5 MME and (b) CMIP6 MME. (bottom) ENSO-related SST anomaly bias in the EWP (58S–
58N, 1408E–1808) in (c) CMIP5 models and (d) CMIP6 models.
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Unless stated otherwise in the text, all results are for the winter

season only.

c. Zonal advection feedback

The zonal advection feedback is defined by the anomalous

zonal advection of the mean zonal SST gradient as 2u0›T/›x,
where u0 represents the zonal current anomaly and T denotes

the climatological upper ocean temperature. The mixed layer

depth is chosen as a constant of 50 m (Dwyer et al. 2012). To

shed light on the effect of the CT bias on the zonal advection

feedback, we decompose the zonal advection feedback into

two components:

2

 
u0›T
›x

!
r

52u0
m

›T

›x r
2 u0

r

›T

›xm
, (1)

FIG. 2. (a) First EOF eigenvector of intermodel differences (deviation of the individual

models’ response from theMME) in the ENSOSST. (b) Intermodel regression of ENSO SST

bias onto CT index. (c) Relationship between PC1 and CT index in the 50 models. The in-

termodel correlation coefficient is shown in the top right of the panel and is significant at the

99% confidence level, based on the Student’s t test. Stippling in (b) indicates the regressions

are significant at the 95% confidence level, based on the Student’s t test.
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in which the subscript r represents the intermodel regression

upon the CT index, and the subscript m represents the MME.

This Eq. (1) follows the Newton–Leibniz formula.

3. Linkage between the excessive CT and ENSO SST
variability

Figures 1a and 1b show the ENSO SST variability and their

biases in the CMIP5MME and the CMIP6MME, respectively.

The two generations of CGCMs can roughly simulate the

ENSO characteristics of conspicuous SST anomalies in the

central and eastern Pacific. However, there still exists a well-

known systematic bias—the excessive westward extension of

ENSO SST variability—clearly appearing both in the CMIP5

MME and CMIP6 MME. Specifically, the ENSO SST bias

mainly dominates in the EWP around 58S–58N, 1408E–1808.
The averaged ENSO SST bias in the EWP in individual models

is shown for CMIP5 andCMIP6 in Figs. 1c and 1d, respectively.

Although the strength of ENSO SST bias varies from model to

model, most models simulate a pronounced overly strong bias

in the EWP. In contrast, a small number ofmodels can simulate

realistic ENSO SST, and even an overly weak SST bias in the

EWP (such as BCC-CSM1.1-m and GISS-E2-R in CMIP5, and

EC-Earth3 and INM-CM5-0 in CMIP6) (Figs. 1c,d).

Utilizing the intermodel diversity in ENSO SST bias, we

perform an intermodel EOF analysis for the 50 CMIP5/6

models on the simulated ENSO SST variability in the tropi-

cal Pacific (208S–208N, 1208–808W). The first mode of the in-

termodel EOF explains 35.2% of the total variance of the

intermodel spread of the simulated ENSO SST variability.

Figure 2a shows the first EOF eigenvector of intermodel dif-

ferences in the simulated ENSO SST. The EOF pattern

exhibits a horseshoe pattern with a positive center in the EWP,

indicating that the excessive westward extension of ENSO SST

variability dominates the intermodel spread in the simulated

ENSO SST variability.

To elucidate the effect of the excessive mean-state CT bias

on the simulation of the ENSO SST pattern, we calculate the

intermodel regression of the ENSO SST pattern onto a CT

index to represent the CT strength, defined as the mean-state

SST averaged over the CT region (28S–28N, 1508E–1408W) in

the historical run multiplied by21. The multiplication by21 is

used to produce a larger CT index value to denote a stronger

CT. The CT index regressed ENSO SST pattern (Fig. 2b) is

very similar to the leading intermodel mode in the simulated

ENSOSST (Fig. 2a).Moreover, the standardized first principal

component (PC1) is highly correlated with the CT strength,

with a high intermodel correlation of 0.76, exceeding the 99%

confidence level based on the Student’s t test (Fig. 2c). This

result indicates that the simulated CT strength is the leading

source of the intermodel spread of ENSO SST variability.

The development of ENSO events is primarily related to

three feedbacks: the zonal advection feedback, the thermo-

cline feedback, and the Ekman pumping feedback (Li 1997; Jin

et al. 2006). The thermocline feedback and the Ekman

pumping feedback can be expressed as 2v›T 0/›z, and

2v0›T/›z, respectively, where v and v0 represent the clima-

tological and anomalous upwelling respectively, and T0 and T

denote the anomalous and climatological upper-ocean tem-

perature, respectively. Considering that the thermocline is

thick in the EWP and the vertical temperature gradient is small

in mixed layer, we can omit the contribution of the thermocline

feedback and the Ekman pumping feedbackmay be negligible.

Figure S1 in the online supplemental material verifies that the

two feedbacks make a slight negative contribution to the ex-

cessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability.

Previous studies have suggested that the CT bias potentially

influences the simulation and projection of ENSO SST in the

EWP throughmodifying the zonal advection feedback process.

Graham et al. (2017) indicated that the excessive CT contrib-

utes to a warm peak of ENSOSST in the western Pacific largely

due to the unrealistic zonal advection feedback in CMIP5

models. Jiang et al. (2020) also found that the excessive CT can

change the mean-state SST warming pattern and lead to un-

realistic changes in ENSO SST variability in the EWP through

modifying zonal advection feedback. Thus, to investigate the

mechanisms by which the CT bias leads to the ENSO SST bias,

we calculate the intermodel regression of the zonal advection

feedback onto the CT index among the 50 CGCMs. The re-

gressed zonal advection feedback (Fig. 3a) is significantly

positive in the EWP, similar to the intermodel regressed ENSO

SST pattern shown in Fig. 2b, which means the zonal advection

feedback should be the key process for the excessive westward

extension of ENSO SST variability influenced by the excessive

CT bias. As shown in Eq. (1), the zonal advection feedback

related to CT strength can be decomposed into two terms,

2u0
m›T/›xr and 2u0

r›T/›xm, related to the intermodel spreads

TABLE 1. The 25 CMIP5 and 25 CMIP6 models used in this study.

CMIP5 CMIP6

1 ACCESS1.0 ACCESS-ESM1-5

2 ACCESS1.3 BCC-CSM2-MR

3 BCC-CSM1.1-m BCC-ESM1

4 BNU-ESM CAMS-CSM1-0

5 CanESM2 CESM2-FV2

6 CCSM4 CESM2-WACCM-FV2

7 CESM1-BGC CESM2-WACCM

8 CESM1-CAM5 CESM2

9 CMCC-CESM CNRM-CM6-1

10 CMCC-CMS CNRM-ESM2-1

11 CNRM-CM5 CanESM5-CanOE

12 CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 CanESM5

13 GFDL-ESM2G E3SM-1-0

14 GFDL-ESM2M E3SM-1-1

15 GISS-E2-H E3SM-1-1-ECA

16 GISS-E2-R EC-Earth3-Veg

17 IPSL-CM5A-LR EC-Earth3

18 IPSL-CM5A-MR FGOALS-f3-L

19 MIROC-ESM GISS-E2-1-G-CC

20 MIROC-ESM-CHEM GISS-E2-1-G

21 MPI-ESM-LR GISS-E2-1-H

22 MPI-ESM-MR HadGEM3-GC31-LL

23 MRI-CGCM3 IPSL-CM6A-LR

24 NorESM1-M MIROC-ES2L

25 NorESM1-ME MIROC6
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in the zonal gradient of the mean-state SST and ENSO-related

zonal oceanic current, respectively. Comparing Figs. 3b and 3c

for 2u0
m›T/›xr and 2u0

r›T/›xm, respectively, we can conclude

that the term 2u0
m›T/›xr is mainly responsible for the positive

signal in the EWP of the zonal advection feedback related to CT

strength (Figs. 3b,c), while the term2u0
r›T/›xm contributes little

to the excessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability.

The spatial patterns of 2u0
m›T/›xr (Fig. 3b) are dominated

by the intermodel spread in the zonal SST gradient related to

CT strength (2›T/›xr) (Fig. 4a). The connection between the

zonal SST gradient and CT strength shown in Fig. 4a concurs

with the previous conclusion that the models with a stronger

CT tend to simulate a larger west-minus-east mean zonal SST

gradient in the EWP (Graham et al. 2017; Jiang et al. 2017).

Furthermore, the positive zonal SST gradient in the EWP and

the ENSO-related eastward current anomalies in the equa-

torial Pacific (u0
m; Fig. 4b) generate a positive zonal advection

feedback in the EWP (Fig. 3a), which plays an important role

in developing the larger ENSO SST variability in the EWP.

Meanwhile, the ENSO-related eastward current anomalies

(u0
m; Fig. 4b) may be related with the prevailing ENSO-

related westerly wind anomalies and convective anomalies

over the equatorial Pacific (Fig. S2).

The above linkage from the simulated CT strength in the

EWP, the zonal SST gradient, and the zonal advection feed-

back to the ENSO SST variability in the EWP are also reor-

ganized in the individual CMIP5 and CMIP6 models (Fig. 5).

The CT index is significantly correlated with the simulated

ENSO SST in the EWP (Fig. 5a), with an intermodel correla-

tion coefficient among the 50 CGCMs of 0.73, consistent with

the widely significant regression in Fig. 2b. In this linkage, a

stronger CT would induce a larger zonal SST gradient in the

EWP (Fig. 5b, correlation coefficient 0.82), then a more con-

spicuous zonal advection feedback in the EWP (Fig. 5c; cor-

relation coefficient 0.64), and finally a stronger SST variability

in the EWP (Fig. 5d; correlation coefficient 0.71).

FIG. 3. (a) Intermodel regression of zonal advection feedback onto the CT index.

(b) Intermodel regression of the mean zonal SST gradient multiplied by the MME of the

ENSO-related zonal current anomaly. (c) Intermodel regression of the ENSO-related zonal

current anomaly multiplied by the MME of the mean zonal SST gradient. Stippling indicates

that regressions are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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It is worth noting that the model CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 (in the top

right of each panel in Fig. 5) is a remarkable outlier compared

to the other 49 models. We also calculate the intermodel cor-

relation coefficients of the other 49 models for the pairs in

Fig. 5, revealing correlation coefficients of 0.63, 0.77, 0.49, and

0.52, respectively. All of them also exceed the 99% confidence

level based on the Student’s t test, suggesting that the result

from CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 does not influence our conclusions.

In general, the heat flux feedbacks during the developing

stage of ENSO are usually treated as a damping factor to

balance the positive contribution from oceanic dynamic feed-

backs (Jin et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2016). However, most

CGCMs underestimate the heat flux feedback (Sun et al. 2003;

Lloyd et al. 2011; Bellenger et al. 2014; Li et al. 2015), and those

models with a large CT bias tend to have weaker heat flux

feedbacks (Bayr et al. 2018, 2019b), which may favor ENSO

SST developing. Thus, we investigate the effects of heat flux

feedback related to CT strength on the simulation of ENSO

SST. Figure 6 shows the intermodel regression of the net heat

flux feedback (measured by the regression coefficient between

the net heat flux anomalies at the surface and Niño-3.4 index;

Li et al. 2015) and its components against the CT index. A

positive net heat flux feedback related to CT strength domi-

nates in the equatorial Pacific, indicating that models with a

strong CT tend to have weaker negative effects of net heat flux,

which are beneficial to ENSO SST developing in the equatorial

Pacific. This result is consistent with previous studies (Bayr

et al. 2018, 2019b).

Moreover, the underestimated net heat flux feedback due to

the CT bias mainly comes from shortwave feedback (Fig. 6).

However, the strongest underestimation of the CT bias-related

shortwave feedback is located in the central Pacific, east to the

key area of the westward extension of ENSO SST variability

(black boxes in Fig. 6), possibly because that the convection in

the equatorial central Pacific with local SST near the convec-

tive threshold is more sensitive to the mean-state SST than in

the EWP. Figure 7a provides the relationship between the

shortwave feedback in the EWP (58S–58N, 1408E–1808) and CT
index in 50 models and 49 models, the correlation coefficients

do not exceed the 99% confidence level. Moreover, the rela-

tionship between the shortwave feedback in the EWP and the

EWP SST anomalies is also weak (Fig. 7b), which suggests that

the contribution of the CT bias-related shortwave feedback to

the excessive westward extension of ENSO SST is negligible.

In addition, considering that the atmospheric circulation could

be closer to a relative SST (Johnson and Xie 2010; Izumo et al.

2019), we also defined a relative CT index by climatological

SST averaged over the CT region (28S–28N, 1508E–1408W)

subtracting the tropical Pacific mean SST (308S–308N, 1208E–
1008W), and analyzed the relationship between the shortwave

FIG. 4. (a) Intermodel regression of the mean zonal SST gradient onto the CT index.

(b) MME of the ENSO-related zonal current anomaly. Stippling in (a) indicates that re-

gressions are significant at the 95% confidence level. Stippling in (b) indicates the regions

where the sign of the MME agrees in more than 68% of models.
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feedback in the EWP and the relative CT index in 50 models

and 49 models. Although the correlation coefficients of the

shortwave feedback and the relative CT index are a little bit

higher than those in Fig. 7a (0.37 for 50 models and 0.25 for 49

models), the relative CT bias-related shortwave feedback is

also negligible for the excessive westward extension of ENSO

SST (not shown).

4. Comparison of ENSO SST in CMIP5 and CMIP6

The MME result in Figs. 1a and 1b for CMIP5 and

CMIP6, respectively, shows that the simulation skill with

respect to the ENSO SST pattern has been improved in

CMIP6 relative to that in CMIP5. Moreover, Fig. 5 also

shows this improvement can be found in each physical node

from the CT strength to ENSO SST pattern in CMIP6

MME. Figures 1a and 1b compare the ENSO SST pattern

between the CMIP6 MME and the CMIP5 MME. Although

the excessive westward extension of ENSO SST bias still

exists in the CMIP6 MME, the degree of the westward ex-

tension of ENSO SST in the CMIP6 MME has been ap-

parently reduced (Figs. 1 and 5).

The improvement of ENSO SST variability simulated in

CMIP6 from the improvement of the simulated CT can be

clearly seen in the spatial patterns. Figure 8 shows the

spatial patterns of the mean-state SST bias in the CMIP5

MME and the CMIP6MME, and their difference. There is a

cold SST bias in the equatorial western-central Pacific (i.e.,

FIG. 5. (top) Scatterplots of the CT index vs (a) the simulated EWP SST anomaly (58S–58N, 1408E–1808) and
(b) the EWPmean zonal SST gradient (58S–58N, 1408E–1808) in 50models. (bottom) Scatterplots of the EWP zonal

advection feedback (58S–58N, 1408E–1808) vs (c) the EWPmean zonal SST gradient and (d) the EWP SST anomaly

in 50models. Black lines denote the linear fit of 50models, and red lines denote the linear fit of 49models (excluding

the CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 from all 50 models). The intermodel correlation coefficients of the 50 models (49 models) are

shown in the top left (top right) of the panels. All correlation coefficients are significant at the 99% confidence level,

based on the Student’s t test.
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the excessive CT bias), with a center at around 1808 and a

warm SST bias in the southeastern Pacific both in the

CMIP5 and CMIP6 MME (Figs. 8a,b). However, the

strength of the cold SST bias and its intermodel spread in

the equatorial western-central Pacific is significantly im-

proved in the CMIP6 MME (Fig. 8c). Moreover, Figs. 9a–c

compare the spatial patterns of the simulated mean zonal

SST gradient bias in the CMIP5 and CMIP6 MME. The

mean-state SST bias gets colder and then gets warmer from

west to east in the equatorial western-central Pacific

(Figs. 8a,b), leading to a ‘‘positive west–negative east’’

mean zonal SST gradient bias in the CMIP5 MME and the

CMIP6 MME (Figs. 9a,b). Like the improved mean-state

SST bias in the CMIP6 MME (Fig. 8c), the mean zonal SST

FIG. 6. Intermodel regression of the ENSO-related heat flux (positive downward) onto the CT index: (a) net heat

flux, (b) latent heat flux, (c) sensible heat flux, (d) shortwave radiation, and (e) longwave radiation. Stippling

indicates that regressions are significant at the 95% confidence level. Black boxes highlight the key area of the

excessive westward extension of ENSO SST in the EWP region.

FIG. 7. Scatterplots of the shortwave feedback around 58S–58N, 1408E–1808 vs (a) CT index and (b) the EWP SST

anomalies (58S–58N, 1408E–1808) in 50 models (black lines) and 49 models (red lines). The intermodel correlation

coefficients of the 50 models (49 models) are shown in the top left (top right) of the panels.
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gradient bias in both poles of the dipole pattern is also re-

duced in CMIP6 in comparison to CMIP5 (Fig. 9c).

By comparing the two generations ofmodels, the large-value

center of zonal advection feedback simulated in the CMIP6

MME is situated more eastward than that in CMIP5 MME

(Figs. 10a,b), leading to a ‘‘negative west–positive east’’ dipole

pattern of their difference in the equatorial Pacific (Fig. 10c),

which should be responsible for the improvement in simulating

the ENSO SST in the EWP in the CMIP6 MME (Fig. 7c). The

spatial pattern difference of the zonal advection feedback is

dominated by the difference in the mean zonal SST gradient

(Fig. 9c), which ultimately comes from the improved SSTmean

state (Fig. 8c).

5. Summary and discussion

This paper investigates the origins of the most remarkable

bias in ENSO SST pattern bias, the excessive westward ex-

tension of ENSO SST variability, in state-of-the-art models

(25 CMIP5 models and 25 CMIP6 models). The degree of

FIG. 8. (a) SST mean-state bias in the MME of 25 CMIP5 models. (b) As in (a), but for the

MME of 25 CMIP6 models. (c) Difference between (b) and (a) (shading), and the difference

of their intermodel standard deviation betweenCMIP6models andCMIP5models (contours;

black lines denote values from 20.5 to 0.5 with intervals of 0.1, and dashed lines denote

negative values). Stippling in (a) and (b) indicates the regions where the sign of the MME

agrees in more than 68% of models. The black boxes in (a) and (b) highlight the region for

defining the CT index.
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excessive westward extension of ENSO SST variability also

dominates the intermodel spread in ENSO SST variability

among the CMIP5 and CMIP6 models. Based on the inter-

model spread of ENSO SST, we identify that the excessive

westward extension of ENSO SST bias is closely related to

another long-standing system bias: the excessive CT.

Specifically, a model with a stronger CT tends to simulate a

stronger ENSO SST variability in the EWP in CMIP5 and

CMIP6 models. In the CT–ENSO SST linkage, a stronger

CT in the tropical Pacific favors a stronger zonal SST gra-

dient in the EWP and then a stronger zonal advection

feedback under the effects of the ENSO-related zonal cur-

rent, which ultimately contributes to a stronger SST vari-

ability in the EWP.

Comparing the performances of CMIP5 and CMIP6models,

it is found that the simulation of ENSO SST bias has been

commonly improved in the latest CMIP6 models, with a less

excessive westward extension bias. As expected, the im-

provement of ENSO SST bias in the CMIP6 models can be

traced back to the improvement in the degree of the westward

extension of the CT bias simulated in CMIP6. This result

demonstrates the importance of the simulated mean state to

the simulation of ENSO, and indicates that more attention

should be given to understanding and improving the simulation

of the mean-state SST in climate models.

The excessive CT bias is a common problem in current

CGCMs and its origin is still under debate, including too strong

trade winds (Guilyardi et al. 2009), biases in the convection

FIG. 9. (a) Mean zonal SST gradient bias in the MME of 25 CMIP5 models. (b) As in (a),

but for the MME of 25 CMIP6 models. (c) Difference between (b) and (a). Stippling in

(a) and (b) indicates the regions where the sign of the MME agrees in more than 68% of

models.
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scheme (Song and Zhang 2009), an underestimated negative

shortwave–SST feedback (Bayr et al. 2018; Bayr et al. 2019b), a

positive evaporation–SST feedback (Zhang and Song 2010),

and an overly weak surface heating due to biases in the cloud

cover (Sun et al. 2003). More studies undertake further in-

vestigation in the future.

Regarding the mechanism linking the CT strength and

ENSO SST pattern in the models, the present study empha-

sizes the role of the oceanic dynamics and analyzes the effect of

the atmospheric heat flux feedback, whereas some other fac-

tors, such as the effects of the positive wind–SST feedback, are

not considered. Previous studies have found that the excessive

CT could result in an underestimated positive wind–SST

feedback and a weak negative shortwave feedback in CGCMs,

which hampers the simulation of proper ENSO dynamics,

asymmetry, and phase locking (Bayr et al. 2018, 2019b). This

study suggests that the excessive CT could produce a zonal

advection feedback bias through changing zonal SST gradient,

leading to an excessive westward extension of ENSO SST

pattern. The biased ocean–atmosphere coupling induced by

the CT bias and its influence on the simulation of other ENSO

parameters in CGCMs should be investigated in future.
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